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300-465 Real Exam Questions:1.|2018 Latest 300-465 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 65Q&As
Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/300-465.html2.|2018 Latest 300-465 Exam Questions & Answers
Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNS2dPQ0Q5RThtS1U?usp=sharingQUESTION 45Which protocol
is used to extend Layer 2 for long-distance bridging?A. OTVB. VXLANC. LISPD. VPNE. NvGREAnswer: AQUESTION
46A cloud administrator is considering deep packet inspection to secure the cloud infrastructure. Which three statements about DPI
are true? (Choose three)A. The use of DPI makes it possible to find, identify, classify, reroute, or block packets with specific data
or code payloads.B. DPI does not require updates and revisions to remain optimally effective.C. DPI is an advanced method of
packet filtering that functions at the application layer of the OSI.D. DPI examines only packet headers.E. DPI is essential in
protecting the cloud against malicious threats such as web exploits, zeroday attacks, data exfiltration, and malware-based botnets.F.
DPI can increase compute, speed because it decreases the burden on the processor.Answer: ACEQUESTION 47Which three cloud
providers are supported by Cisco Intercloud Fabric for Business? (Choose three.)A. Amazon Hybrid CloudB. Microsoft AzureC.
Dell Cloud ComputingD. Cisco Hybrid Cloud Bundle in partnership with Dimention dataE. HP CloudF. Amazon Web
Services: EC2 Classic and EC2 VPCAnswer: BDFQUESTION 48Which two storage connectivity types are most widely used for
VMFS datastores? (Choose twoA. iSCSIB. FC/FCoEC. NFSD. CIFSE. SCSIAnswer: ABQUESTION 49Which three
components are involved the design of Cisco Secure cloud extension? (Choose three.)A. Intercloud Fabric ExtenderB. Amazon
Hybrid CloudC. third party firewall to secure the connectionD. Amazon Web ServicesE. TLS tunnel, to extend the VLANF.
Intercloud Fabric SwitchAnswer: ACFQUESTION 50An administrator is configuring policies during the initial configuration of
Cisco UCS Director. Which policy is set up first?A. networkB. computingC. systemD. storageAnswer: BQUESTION 51
Which three hypervisors are able to support High Availability for virtual Machines? (Choose three.)A. Microsoft Virtual PCB.
CitrixC. Parallels DesktopD. HyperVE. RedHatF. VMWareAnswer: BCFQUESTION 52Which two options need to be
considered to build a context aware infrastructure? (Choose two.)A. VIAN segmentation (or every application type.B. The
design of data formats and network protocols for the platform.C. Creating zero connectivity environments for sensitive data.D.
The building of basic services in the infrastructure, including automatic path creation and proximity-based discovery.Answer: BD
QUESTION 53Which three options describe how isolation can be achieved for VMDC data center security? (Choose three)A.
access control listsB. intrusion prevention appliances that inspect traffic and detect security events on a per- VLAN basisC.
proper infrastructure hardeningD. role-based access and authenticationE. application redundancyF. pokey enforcement and
access controlG. virtual routing and forwarding tablesAnswer: ABGQUESTION 54Which three options are the primary security
architectural principles for VMDC data center security? (Choose three.)A. threat defenseB. resiliencyC. automationD. secure
separationE. isolationF. orchestrationAnswer: BDEQUESTION 55A cloud administrator is considering the appropriate solution
to automate a private cloud deployment. The solution requires focus on Cisco UC5 integrated infrastructure and automating
application stacks. Which solution is the most appropriate for this environment?A. Cisco UCS DirectorB. Cisco Enablement
PlatformC. PSCD. Cisco IACAnswer: A!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2018 Latest 300-465 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 65Q&As
Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/300-465.html2.|2018 Latest 300-465 Study Guide Video: YouTube Video:
YouTube.com/watch?v=Twtq8p8RRxA
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